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This case study is an update of a resource paper prepared

for the 1994 Conference on Decennial Census Data and

Transportation Planning. It focuses on the uses of census

data in transportation planning activities in the nine-county
San Francisco Bay Area. Attention is paid to the use of de-

cennial census data in various planning analysis activities,
including general descriptive analyses, estimation of disag-

gregate and aggregate travel demand models, market seg-

mentation in travel demand model forecasting systems, and

the validation of demographic and travel model simula-
tions. The discussion covers where the census data are cÅt-
ical for the application and where the census data are

desirable but perhaps not required for the application. The

various census products that arc used in the Bay Area-the
standard Summary Tape Files, the Public Use Microdata
Sample, the Census Transportation Planning Package, and

special tabulations-are discussed within the context of the

various planning analysis activities occurring in the Bay

Area. Recommendations and expectations for Census 2000

are provided.

n this case study the uses of census data in transporta-
tion planning activities in the nine-county San Fran-
cisco Bay Area are discussed. From an institutional

perspective, this covers the uses of census data in the Met-
ropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), a metro-
politan planning organization (MPO); the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG); state agencies such as

the California Department of Transportation (CalTrans);

various transit operators in the region; and local county
and city planning, public works, and congestion manage-

ment agencies. The primary focus is on census activities at
MTC and ABAG, with reference to other creative work
under way at the county and transit operator levels.

This study also serves as an update of a resource pa-
per (1) for the 1.994 Conference on Decennial Census

Data for Transportation Planning that examined the use

of census data in several major metropolitan areas,

including the Bay Area, using published reports covering
1"970 through 1,994. This paper will focus on Bay Area
applications as well as new uses of census data in the re-
gion between 1994 and 1,996.

In terms of census products used in the Bay Area, the
case study will cover the use and application of data
from standard Census Bureau products such as the Sum-
mary Tape Files (e.g., STF1A, STF3A); the Public Use

Microdata Sample (PUMS); special products from the
Census Bureau and the U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion such as the Census Transportation Planning Pack-
age (CTPP), including the Statewide Element (CTPP/SE)

and the Urban Element (CTPP/LE); and special Census

Bureau data files purchased by the MTC and the Santa

Clara County Center for Urban Analysis.
Following this introduction, the application of census

data in several categories will be reviewed, including de-

scriptive analysis, model estimation, market segmenta-

tion for travel forecasting systems, model validation,
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and miscellaneous transportation applications. The pa-

per concludes with a set of recommendations and ex-

pectations for Census 2000. This last section is es-

sentially a strategic assessment of the decennial census in

terms of the strengths and weaknesses of census data,

the opportunities for improvement, and the danger of
not gãttittg what is needed to maintain analytical tools

and data bases for transportation planning.

D¡scrurrrv¡ ANRrYsls

In the context of this pâper, the term "descriptive analy-

sis" refers to the reports, working pâpers' summary data

files, spreadsheets, maps' press releases, trend reportsr,

newsletters, and so on, related to the dissemination of
information from the decennial census. In the Bay Area

these analyses have traditionally been in the form of
place-level or county-level profile reports (all the infor-
mation from certain census files, sa¡ STFIA, STF3A' or
CTPP/SE) or working papers (more in-depth discussion

and trend analysis of census data)'
Information systems and technology is a rapidly

evolving field, and it is apparent that a new era of data

dissemination is also evolving. Although in the past the

most common means of dissemination was the hard

copy or "dead tree-and-ink" issuance of census data re-

ports, the future (and current) nature of data dissemina-

iion involves online, perhaps even real-time provision of
data needed in planning activities.

A good example of the use of new information tech-

nology for data dissemination is the 
'!7orld 'lfide 'Web

(Sø"WW) page developed by ABAG (Figure 1), which al-

lows the user to pick any of some 140 places in the Bay

Area and any of a set number of topical reports to pull
up predeveloped profile reports' This rather straight-
fãrward W-W\ü(/ interface with choices such as "Pick
Place," "Pick Topic," and "View Data" may likely be

superseded in the years to come with more elaborate

daia-on-demand query-and-display setups that provide

the data analyst with exactly those data needed for the

analysis at hand.
The issue of access to computers and the Internet is in

part addressed by the development of the Public Access

Ñetwork (PAN), an example of which is PAN Islands,

hosted by government agencies such as MTC and ABAG
and sponsored by a consortium of private-sector com-
panies in the Silicon Valley (e'g., Smart Valle¡ Inc.,

Þacific Bell, 3COM, Yahoo, Surf-'Watch, and Arthur
D. Little) (http://www.svi.orgÆROJECTS/PAN/ISLND).
The principal actors involved in public access to the In-
ternet are local public libraries, many of which receive

funds from the federal Library Services and Construc-
tion Act. Public access to the Internet via the public

199'0,een us'SãUrffnih BÁG

.Tovtir.caäus:dåû¡, cl¡oös¿,¡nrceio¡a tcûr¡i,c,iÉdrw. €h¿o¡c ad4rtogiiùosr,ûrc,ocpgnd.rnirfo'r; frur cli* ol:'y¡¡i

,*ø¿,g¡mn ¡ub Jitdr'ále¡ei:uJtrdixlor.troçgx¡¡dea¡eb.8t,ueF8üúsf.9rû-trc,ß.evword:9?GE4PP:

Cltlzcnrhlp, B¡rlhpbcr
Dlaablllty

FIGURE 1 Association of Bay Area Governments World Wide Web page: 1990 census data.
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library system is critical to ensure universal access to
census information.

Many clients and patrons still prefer the paper-

and-ink versions of census reports. In the Bay Area, this
need is fulfilled by a comprehensive set of profile reports
developed by the regional data center for the Bay Area,
ABAG, and a set of transportation-related working pa-
pers authored by the staff at the MTC. A list of these

MTC 1990 census working papers is provided in Table
1 and in the references (2-L2).

As alternatives to the hard-copy working papers dis-
seminated by MTC, electronic versions of these working
papers and spreadsheets as well as special electronic
publications (13-15) have been developed (Table 2).
MTC Electronic Publications L and 2 provide compar-
isons of place-to-place commuters using data from the
1980 census Urban Transportation Planning Package
(UTPP) and the 1990 CTPP. Electronic Publication 3 is
MTC's version of area-level profile reports using place-
level data from the CTPP/SE. These place-level profiles
were only issued in electronic format, giving a 13-page
profile report for L40 places in the Bay Area, for a grand
total of 1,820 pages of information included in 7.9
megabytes of data files.

The need and value of these types of descriptive cen-

sus reports, electronic or otherwise, should not be un-
derestimated. They serve a vital role in informing the
public, the media, policy makers, and planning profes-
sionals on many of the most relevant demographic and
travel characteristics needed for public policy develop-
ment. The census working papers have been some of the
best-received products issued by MTC and have been of
great assistance to librarians and the public information
staÍÍ at MTC and throughout the Bay Area.

Looking toward the future, it is unlikely that MTC or
others will completely abandon the practice of issuing
major paper-and-ink reports on census data. It is highly
probable, on the other hand, that the rapid changes in
information technology will greatly enhance the ability
of planners to electronically disseminate and exchange
census and other planning data bases with clients and
partners.

Mornr Esrn¡RroN

The previous resource paper (l) provides a fairly de-
tailed discussion on the use, or potential misuse, of cen-
sus data for estimating demographic and travel models.
New applications and insights for the period from 1,994
to 1996 will be reported on here.

It bears repeating that the best sources of data for
the estimation of travel demand models are household
travel surveys. Survey data are essential, disaggregate
data that should provide the transportation planner
with the necessary input for the estimation and calibra-
tion of demographic and travel demand models. Decen-
nial census data can, at best, be used in the estimation
of household-level models to predict number of work-
ers in the household or automobile ownership levels
(16), or perhaps in the estimation of other types of
aggregate travel models. For model validation, on the
other hand, decennial census data form a critical and
invaluable data base for the aggregate validation of
various demographic and travel behavior models.

Two new examples of use of census data in model
estimation are efforts at MTC in estimating aggre-
gate trip-end mode share models and work in progress

TABLE 1 Metropolitan tansportation Commission 1990 Census Working Papers:

7992-1996

Wo¡k-
ing

Paper

No. Data Source Date Title

STFIA ApíL l99Z tsay Area Population Chsractenstrcs

¿ SIr'A August 1992 Itay A¡ea I'favel aDd lvloþrlrty chafactenstlcs

3 S'IÏS-5 Lrecember 1992 gounty-to-county commute rattems ln the sÌr Ë8y Afer
4 silïs-5 Janusfy l99J st lray Afea lnterTeglo¡al uor¡nty-to-uounty uoÍrmu¡e

Pattoms

t (.:lïP/s|1, Part c Apnl lvvJ The Journey-to-work in the S¡' ts¡y A¡eå

6 st¡JA uctobef IyyJ Drsablllty, flroDilty Lrûllta[ron ano selr-uare Lun¡tauon
Status

utYf/ul1, raÍ J Merch 1994 Detåiled Coñmute Charactenstrcs rn the st ltay Area

ð CTPP/UE, Part 3 May 1994 LretaÍled lnteÍeg¡on¡l cornmute Lharactenstr.cs

, ulrflsr1, r&ft
A,B

Septemþer 1994 st cay Ares: county dg.l(egronar -erofiles

IO glPP/UE, Part 4 Apnl 1995 SF Bay Area Detåiled Household Cheracteristics

s lP-z14 January lgyÕ st $sy Alea uommuteñ¡ Dy llol¡s€nolo rncome
Characteristics
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TABLE2 MetropolitanTransportationCommission
1992-L996

1990 Census Electronic Publications:

at the Santa Clara County Center for Urban Analy-

sis (SCCCUA) in estimating âggregate logit work;
destination-choice models stratified by household

income quartile.

Trip-End Mode Share Models for Predicting
Bicycle and Walk Commuters

One set of new trip-end mode share models developed at

MTC are aggregate regression models estimâted on zone-

level shareJõf bicycle ánd walk commuters at the zone of

residence and the zone of work (17l.The models predict

the percentage of workers who commute via bicycle

or walk modes based on aggtegate zonal characteristics

such as employment densit¡ share of multifamily
dwelling uniti of total units, local workers-job balance

within the traffic analysis zone, and dummy variables to

reflect proximity to the university campuses in Stanford

and Beikeley. Typicat mode share models are estimated

using zone-to-zone nefwork levels of service and related

demãgraphic and land use characteristics. Typical mode

shareLoãels are either logit in form or of the "diversion

curve" style that was popular in the 1960s. The reason

behind the development of these atypical, aggtegate

zone-level trip-end-based models is concern that there âre

too few t"*pl" walk and bicycle trips in the 1990 MTC

household tiavel survey. Of the 18,300 sample total

home-based-work trips in that survey, only 478 (2'6 pet
cent) were by the walk mode and just 222 (L'2 percent)

were by bicycle. Such a small and sparse data set on walk

and bicycle commuters may prove a challenge in the

model estimation process. The final decision on whether

to use 
^ggregate 

tìip-end mode share models or a dis-

"ggr.g"tË 
t.il interchange mode choice model depends

on current work in progress at the MTC to estimate

best-practice nested work-trip mode choice models'

Aggr egate Work-D estination-Choice Models

Another example of travel model estimation using census

data is the ongoing effort at SCCCUA to estimate a88te-

gate logit work-déstination-choice models. These logit
ãertin"i-iott-choice models are estimated separately by

household income quartile using data from a special cen-

sus file purchased fiom the Census Bureau by MTC and

SCCCÚA. This file, denoted STP-214 (Special Tabula-

tion Product) by the Census Bureau, provides one

cross-tabulation of block-group-to-block-group workers
(within the nine-county Bay Area) stratifiedby !2 cate-

gories of means of transportation to wgrk by four house-

Ëold income levels (annual household income less than

$25,000; $zs,0o0 to $45,000; $45,000 to $75,000; and

gr"ít"rtÍran $75,000). MTC's analysis of thjs special tab-

ühtion product is included in Census IØorking Paper

1,1 (12): V/ork at SCCCUA on these a11regate wgrk-
destination-choice models will be completed ín1'996'

Comparisons of regional average and median trip
length (in miles) and average and median commute du-

ration (in minutes) is shown in Table 3; these data show

a notable increase in work commute duration and length

with increasing household income levels, an indicator

that supports the notion for an income-stratified work
trip distiibution (destination) choice model.

Tn¡vnr Moonr Mnmpr Snc¡¡nrvrRnoN

One of the challenges in travel demand forecasting is the

use of disaggregate travel demand models in the aggre-

TABLE 3 Mean and Median Average Commute Length and Commute Duration by

Household Income Quartile, 1990 census, special Tabulation Product 214:

Regional Totals for San Francisco Bay fuea

Income Quårtile .lvledtan uls¡atce
(mi)

Mesn Distrnce (mr) Modian Time (min) Mean Time (min)

< $25,(xX' 5.ð7 9,JU 14.E lE,0

$25,UXÞqi4),(Iru I.tt tL.57 ló.E 20.2

s45,(xr(}-li'/),uI, 9,33 13.13 ta.z zt.ó

> li/J,uuu 9.94 t3.ß I õ.Y 22.5

TOTAL E.5E 12,37 l'l.o 2t. I
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gate prediction of travel behavior. Methods of aggrega-

tion fall into three principal categories: the "naive"
method, market segmentation, and sample enumeration
(1B). In a nutshell, the naive method assumes that every-

one in a traÍfic analysis zone has the same characteris-
tics: for example, each household has the same number
of workers, the same income, and the same number of
persons. ZonaI mean values are used exclusively in this
method.

The market segmentation method assumes that there

are distinct subgroups within each traffic analysis zone,

for example, households by automobile ownership level,

by workers in the household, or by household income
level. In the market segmentâtion method, the analyst

assumes that the average household size, the average

workers per household, and so forth, is the same within
each subgroup by each zone.

The third aggregation method, sample enumeration,
does not use any group or subgroup mean of any input
variable. Instead, the disaggregate model is applied at

the disaggregate (i.e., household, person, or trip) level'
and then the predictions are aggregated for reporting
purposes. The sample enumeration technique is also

known as microsimulation-where the forecasting of
travel or other activity behavior is made at the discrete
individual level rather than at the zone level.

At the MTC, use of market segmentation is a key fea-

ture of the aggregate forecasting system in place and un-
der redevelopment (19). Also, sample enumeration is
used at MTC for special analyses, such as evaluating the

effectiveness of transportation control measures (20).

To apply disaggregate models in a market segmenta-
tion framework, analysts at MTC have used the 1980

and L990 census Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS)

data bases as supplementary inputs to the model appli-
cation process. Census PUMS data are critical because

they provide information the analyst needs to adjust the
input model parameters (e.g., household size, household
income, percent multifamily) by the desired market seg-

mentation. PUMS data arc used because standard census

products such as the STF3A or the CTPP do not provide

the necessary data atthe traffic analysis zone level or any

other geographic level.
MTC has a nested workers-in-household-automobile-

ownership (IøHHAO) choice model. This model splits

the households residing in a traffic analysis zone into
households by three levels of workers in the household
(0,1,,2+ workersÆIH) and by three automobile owner-
ship levels (0, 1, 2+ vehicles/HH). The input market
segmentation to the IøHH,A'O model is households by
household income quartile. This means that the outputs
of the ]üíHHAO model application are the number of
households in each traffrc analysis zone stratified by
household income (four), by workers in the household
(three), by automobile ownership level (three), or 4
market segmentâtions into the model and 36 market
segmentations coming out of the model application.

One of the input variables to the'!7HHAO model is

average household size. Rather than zonal average

household size, the census PUMS data arc used to adjust
zonal average household size to zonal average house-

hold size stratified by household income level because

low-income households (less than $25,000 per year) are

smaller in size than higher-income households. PUMS

data arc used to develop county"level (or PUMA-level)
adjustment factors, which are then multiplied by the

zonal average household size to yield zonal average

household size by household income quartile' County-
level household size by income quartile and adjustment
factors are summarized in Tables 4 and 5.

An example calculation follows: the North Beach

traffrc analysis zone in San Francisco has an average

household size of L.71.9 persons. Using the San Fran-
cisco County adjustment factors, it is estimated that the

avetage low-income (Quartile 1) household in North
Beach has an avefage household size of 1.361 persons
(1..71,9 x 0.792); the average medium low-income
(Quartile 2) household has an average household size of
1,.709 (1..7t9 x 0.994);the average medium high-income
household has an average household size oÍ 2.020
(1,.719 x L.775); and the average high-income household
in North Beach has an avelage household stze of 2.228

TABLE 4 Average Household Size by Household Income Quartile by Bay Area Counry
1990 Census Public Use Microdata Sample, 5 Percent Sample

County l'lcome Q I lncome Q z lncome Q 3 lncome Q 4 Iotal

San trranclsco I. ÖUö 2.269 2.6ó2 2.954 z.za3

sÂn M¡tao l.xrJ 2.452 'z,v6J 3.?.t6 2.644

Sâtrt¡ Clare z. lð5 2.593 3.067 3.341 z.ülo
A.lameda 2.o34 2,4út 3,OOE 3.'¿;J9 z.)ð¿

Contn Costa '¿.w5 ¿.+zó 2.95lJ J.I /U 2.634

liolano L.LO I 2.921 3.'2;J I J.+t I 2,86't

Napa 1,ru 2-54'I 2.9t4 ¿.rr¿ 2.495

¡þno¡n¡ t.E74 z-6t6 J.UJU 3.09ð Z.J4J

Maritr t.ttt 2.1't I 2.526 2.796 '¿.353

KII('IUN t.>> I 2.492 2.96ú J. IYO z.6tu
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TABLE 5 Household Size Adjustment Factors by Household Income Quartile by

Bay fuea County, 1990 Census Public Use Microdata Sample, 5 Percent Sample

persons (L.719 x 1.296). Thus, the subgroup mean

household size in North Beach ranges from 1"36'l' to

2.228 percons. The naive method would just use the

zonal mean household size of 7.719.

The adjustment factors used in the market segmenta-

tion process could also be developed using data frgtn l-o-

cal household travel surveys. The problem will be the

reliability of these factors based on typically too few

sample observations in the small-scale household travel

surv€y. For examplg:hc 1920 Bay Arca trs!!çhqld
ffavel survey provides sample data on 10,800 house-

holds. The 1990 census PUMS 5 percent sample includes

disaggregate data on 108,500 Bay Area households' A
valuable research project would be to calculate the stan-

dard errors of these adjustment factors comparing re-

gional travel surveys, such as the 1990 Bay Area travel

trtu"5 with the 1990 census PUMS-based adjustment

factors.

Drnrocn¡pHlc AND Tnlwr Monnr
VeuoenoN

One of the basic uses of census data is for the aggre3àte

validation of demographic and certain travel demand

models. Validationis the process of comparing predicted

values with "observed" values and making the necessary

âdjustments (calibrations) to each of the component

models to produce a valid model simulation. The decen-

nial census data serve a most valuable purpose as an in-

dependent, observed estimate of various demographic

anã travel behavior characteristics. The following is a
list of various uses of census data in demographic and

travel model validation:

1. '!íorkers in household models can be vali-

dated against CTPP/LE data at the regional' county'

superdistrict, district, and traffic analysis zone levels.

2. Automobile ownership level models can be vali-

dated against CTPP/IE data at the regional' county'

superdistrict, district, and tr affrc analysis zone levels.

based-work person uþs In the Bay Area¡he census

STP-214 file ian be used to calibrate and validate work

3. Analysts can convert the zone-to-zone commuter

matrixes, derived from Part 3 of the CTPP/IJE, into

observed home-based-work person trips using trips-
per-worker conversion factors. Home-based-work trip
generation (production) and trip attraction models can

be validated against these CTPP-derived observed home-

based-work trip tables at the regional, count¡ superdis-

trict, district, andtraffrc analysis zone levels.

4. Home-based-work trip distribution models can

be validated against CTPP-derived observed home-

trip distribution models stratified by household income

quãrtile. The validation process for work trip distribu-
iion models should include a careful evaluation of model

versus observed average trip lengths (and average trip
duration) at the regional, county' superdistrict, and

perhaps zonal levels; evaluation of regional trip length

"nd 
tiip duration frequency distributions; and evalua-

don of county-to-county' superdistrict-to-superdistrict,
and district-to-district predicted versus observed home-

based-work person trips.
5. Home-based-work mode choice models can also

be validated against CTPP-derived observed home-

based-work person trip tables by means of transporta-

tion. Ideall¡ a multiday household travel survey or

employer survey is used to adjust the "usual meâns

of iransportation" typology into an "average means of
transportation. "

The decennial census datâ cannot be used for the val-

idation of nonwork trip frequenc¡ nonwork trip desti-

nation, or nonwork mode choice travel demand models'

Given that nonwork trips may typically encompass 75

percent of a large region's travel, it is imperative that a
suitably sized household travel survey be on hand for the

aggreg,atevalidation of nonwork travel demand models'

Rlso, it is very useful to have two competing sets of "ob-
served" home-based-work data. This gives the analyst

flexibility in what he or she should be validating against.

Ifthe two observed data bases (census and survey) are in

coü¡rty lncomc q I lncomc Q z Incomc Q 3 Incomc Q ¡l t'otal

Ssn Fmnc¡sco U, I'2 v.>t1 I.IIJ zto .(xx)

San Mat€o o.tzt v,vzl t LZt tto .(xx,

s¡ntÂ u¡ar¡ g,'t't6 o.9zt l,oE9 lðo .(xru

Ale¡¡€d¡ o.'t8't o,963 I. IOJ .254 ,æ0

Contra Cost¡ o.774 t¿.y4, l.l ló ¿va (,tI,

Solå¡ro o.789 1.021 t. L/, I Itt ,(xx)

NapÂ o.764 t.ozl t,l9z Ltt .ux,

Sþnomt o,137 t.oz9 I.lvv Ltó .uu,

Msrin o.134 o,v3l l.0E3 199 .uA,

REGTON o.765 U.9)J l. lJ, zZJ .(xx)
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agreement over a certain statistic, that gives the analyst

a general indication of confidence, or lack of confidence,

in a particular census-based or survey-based estimate of
work travel behavior.

MrscnrrnN¡ous TRANSPoRTATIoN
AppucruoNs

Several new applications of census data for miscella-

neous transportation planning and transportation re-

search activities in the Bay Area are worth reporting on.

The first application of interest is the use of 1990 cen-

sus PUMS data as part of the Bay Bridge Congestion
Pricing Demonstration Project. Funded by FHWA, this
demonstration project included an analysis of the de-

mographic characteristics of Bay Bridge commuters.
MTC consultants were able to extract these commuters
on the basis of Public Use Microdata Area of residence

and county of work. The analysis enabled MTC to un-
derstand the income and modal usage characteristics of
Bay Bridge commuters in L990 (21), or, in other words,
who would be affected by a toll increase during peak

travel times.
Census PUMS datahave also been used by MTC staff

to produce a demographic profile of persons working at

home in Marin County (22). Analysis focused on the

industr¡ occupation, earnings, sex, âger years of school-

ing, and hours worked "last week." The typical work-
at-home person in Marin County is female and highly
educated, works part-time, is self-employed, is older,

and earns less than workers who commute outside the

home. Male work-at-home worker earnings are 1,40 per
cent higher than female work-at-home worker earnings
($42,500 male versus $17,500 female). The predomi-
nant industry for work at home in Marin County is real

estate, management and public relations, and professional

and business services. The predominant occupation of
work at home in Marin are writers-artists-entertainers
and managers-administrators. The work-at-home com-
mute share in Marin ranges from a low of L.4 percent

for government workers to a high of 25.t percent of
self-employed Marinites.

The above examples show but two of the many ap-

plications that the creative transportation planner and

analyst can produce using the census PUMS data sets,

which constitute one of the best transportation research

data bases offered by the Bureau of the Census.

An example of transit applications using census data

is recent MTC work with the Central Contra Costâ

Transit Authority (CCCTA) on an analysis based on a
geographic information system (GIS) of the transit-
dependent population in the CCCTA service area. One

of the layers in MTC's GIS is local bus stops and rail sta-

tions. The analyst then used the GIS to create a buffer

zone around each bus stop to represent areas within a

certain walking distance of the bus stop. The GIS pro-
gram then uses a "cookie cutter" technique to split out
demographic data within and outside the buffer zone.

Demographic variables such as zero automobile house-

holds, population aged 62 and over, and nonworking
households were used as measures of transit depen-

dency. This technique can provide the transit market an-

alyst with the demographic characteristics of all persons

residing within walking distance of each of the CCCTA
routes as well as the characteristics of those not within
walking distance of any of the system routes' Similar GIS

efforts are under way at other Bay Area transit agencies,

including the Bay Area Rapid Transit, Golden Gate

Transit, and SamTrans.
Academic researchers at the University of California

at Berkeley have made significant contributions to the

research literature on urban structure, commuting' resi-

dential choice, and job location choice. The most recent

research on the San Francisco Bay Area is included in a

working paper by Cervero and llu (23), who provide an

analysis of the polycentric commuting patterns in the

Bay Area using commuter flow data from the CTPPÂJE

and housing price data from the STF3A data files. They
find an emerging hierarchy of employment centers rang-
ing from the San Francisco CBD to outlying suburban
business parks, as well as shorter commute times to
suburban employment centers.

Supru¡nv

As a summary of the San Francisco Bay Area case studS
an evaluation is given of the degree to which census data

were crucial or essential to MTC planning and research

applications and of the possibility that these applications
could have been produced using other data bases. The
paper concludes with a discussion of recommendations
and expectations for Census 2000'

Evaluation of Importance of Census Data and
Possibility of Substitution

Descrþtiue Analysis

Descriptive analyses such as the census working papers

and profile reports discussed earlier are best served by a

national census including a sample with data from the

long-form questionnaire as well as the L00 percent count
short-form data.Ifhigher unit costs and lower accuracy

are acceptable, a national survey could be conducted
that would replace the Census Bureau long-form sample

and perhaps could be tailored to each metropolitan
area's needs. The national survey would probably cost
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more than the decennial census (which costs approxi-
mately $25 per long-form questionnaire), the sampling
rates would probably be substantially lower, and the sta-

tistical variance and standard errors would be substan-

tially higher. Given that one component of descriptive

analysis is trend analysis of demographic characteristics

at the small-area level (e.g., census tract or block group),

a smaller national survey could not be used for trend
analysis for finer grains of geography, say, below
place level. This would be a critical loss for city, county,
and metropolitan area planners who depend on de-

cennial census long-form data for neighborhood-level
demographic characteristics.

D emo grøþh i c B ench m arking

Though not discussed in this paper, one of the primary
uses of census data at the meffopolitan and local levels is

for benchmarking of most demographic variables, includ-
ing housing units, households, population, household in-
come, and automobile ownership. Much of the most

important benchmarking data is included in the decennial

centos long form. The census long form could be replaced

by national or local demographic surveys but, as stated

earlier, probably at a higher unit cost, lower sampling

rates, and higher statistical variance and standard errors.

In addition, total overall costs of a national survey or sets

of metropolit aî-area surveys could conceivably exceed the

cost of conducting the decennial census long-form survey'

Model Estimation

MTC and others have demonstrated the use of decen-

nial census data in estimating demographic and travel
demand models, including data on workers in the

household, automobile ownership, aggregate work trip
mode choice models, and aggregate work trip destination-
choice models. The best data sets for demographic and

travel demand models, however, are still the locally
conducted household travel surveys, often conducted
concurrently with the decennial census (e.g., MTC's
household travel surveys in 1981 and7990).

The utility of future decennial censuses for model esti-

mation could be enhanced by developing a "contextual
PUMS" program in which the Census Bureau would hire
researchers as "special sworn employees" in order to con-

duct research using raw, disaggregate census microdata
records within the confines of a Census Bureau research

station. An example of this sort of program is a research

data center opened in January 1,994 in Boston to examine

topics relevant to current economic issues (24, pp.9r1'2).

Mørket Segmentøtion in Trøuel Models

The decennial census is the largest, most accurate data

base available to transpoftation planners for use in de-

termining the demographic characteristics of subgroups
of the population. Census PUMS data could be replaced
by national or metropolitan-area survey data, but at

higher unit costs, lower sampling rates, and higher vari-
ance and standard errors, Research should be conducted
to determine just how much less âccurate it is to use

metropolitan-area survey data as opposed to census

PUMS data for market segment adiustments.

D emo graphic and Trau eI Mo del Validøtion

It may sound redundant, but the decennial census is the

best data base that can be used for the aggregate valida-
tion of several demographic and travel behavior models,
including those of workers in the household, residential
and job location choice (land use allocation models), au-

tomobile ownership level, and work trip genetation' dis-

tribution, and mode choice. The decennial census

cannot be used for the aggregate validation of nonwork
travel behavior models, the best sources for which are

metropolitan household travel surveys.
The census is used to represent observed conditions.

Household travel surveys can also be used to represent

observed conditions, but problems with the lumpiness
and sparseness of typical ruetropolitan travel surveys
render them quite difficult to use as aggregate validation
data bases at any fine level of geography sa¡ district or
superdistrict.'With the decennial census, aggregate vali-
dation can be performed at almost any geographical
level, perhaps even down to the traffic analysis zone
(neighborhood) level.

It is conceivable that metropolitan areas in the United
States could return to the 5 percent sample surveys that
lvere more typical in the 1950s and 1"960s. A 5 percent

sample survey of the 2.465 million households expected
in the Bay Area in 2000 would be approximately
123,000 sampled households. At a current dollar cost of
approximately $125 per household, this expanded met-
ropolitan household travel survey could cost on the order
of $1S.4 million in current U.S. dollars. (This is substan-
tially more than the $t.0 million that the Bay Area spent

on the 1990 household travel survey.) A national set of
metropolitan travel surveys of this size could very well
cost more than any conceivable decennial census.

Transportation Research þplications

The transportation planning and research community has

made considerable progress in using various census prod-
ucts in research efforts. PUMS data have been used in an-

alyzingmarkets for congestion pricing and work-at-home
commuters and in analyzing the demographics of transit
users in the San Francisco Bay Area. The CTPP and other
standard census products are used in studies on urban
structure and economic development. Certainly the mi-
crodata records from household travel surveys provide
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the researcher with the most flexibility in any intended

analysis. However, the decennial census data, especially

the microdata files, afford the researcher the opportunity
to delve into the demographic, household, and commuter
characteristics of rare or hard-to-reach populations.

Recommendations and Expectations for
Census 2000

Maintain Census Long Form

The census long form is critical to provide the accurate

and precise data needed to support demographic analy-
sis and transportation planning and research activities.
The likely substitute, in absence of a census long
form, would be a set of metropolitan travel surveys that
would be more costly and less accurate than a properly
conducted national census.

Increase Inuoluement of Metropolitan ønd Local
Plønners To Improue Quality of Worþlace
Geocoding

Accuracy of workplace geocoding is still an issue to be

reckoned with. Improvements in GIS technology will
certainly help, as will a cooperative program between

the Census Bureau and local persons knowledgeable
about local conditions. Legal barriers that limit the

involvement of local planning staffs to assist in census

data processing should be liberalized to allow greater

involvement of local census partners and stakeholders.

Deueloþ Contextual PUMS Progrøm To Facilitate
Improu ed Planning Research

In order to increase the relevance of transportation plan-
ning research, it is desirable to create a census microdata
research program. This program would allow bona fide
researchers the opportunity to "add value" to census mi-
crodata and prepare more in-depth research than would
otherwise be possible.

Embrace Chønges in Information Technology
To Prouide Bettet; More Releuant Data

Rapid changes in information systems and information
technology should be dealt with in terms of Census Bu-

reau plans to collect, analyze, and disseminate decennial

census data. New information technology should lessen

the need for paper-and-ink publications in favor of elec-

tronic data-on-demand systems. Public access to the In-
ternet should be a high priority to facilitate collection
and dissemination of decennial census data.

Given these changes in information technolog¡ it may
not make sense to talk about improvements to the CTPP

for 2000. Things may be changing to the degree that fu-
ture analysts may get what they want when they need it
and how they asked for it. This type of chaotic flexibility
will likely be a challenge in terms of data consistency and

comparabilit¡ so the Census Bureau may need to prepare

"standard" census products in order to facilitate a traî-
sition from the highly structured products of the past to

the chaotic data-on-demand products of the future.
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